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USL club faced rival effort for publicly owned stadium from MLS club’s
developmental entity
Dispute drew groundswell of fan support, leading club executive to say,
‘when you’ve got righteous indignation on your side, there’s nothing that
you can’t do as a fanbase.’
Clash provides a window into the ongoing complexities of the stilldeveloping American soccer pyramid
Orange County Soccer Club, the defending champions of American soccer’s second tier
United Soccer League Championship, wasn’t having the 2022 season it envisioned when the
team won its first title in late November of 2021.
The club was set to miss out on the playoffs this year. But elsewhere, the franchise was having
a successful season with record attendance and it still eagerly looked forward to the future.
Then, almost out of nowhere, chaos ensued.
On August 4, the city of Irvine announced a City Council agenda for five days later, August 9,
that would include discussion about Major League Soccer’s Los Angeles Galaxy purchasing
Irvine’s publicly owned Championship Soccer Stadium, a move that would dislocate Orange
County SC and, more broadly, provides a window into the complexities of the ongoing
development of the American soccer pyramid.
The Galaxy needed a decision, it said, by August 12 to begin plans for the Galaxy II’s first
season in MLS Next Pro as it moved over from the USL Championship.
The 5,000-seat stadium at the Orange County Great Park – which opened in 2017 and has
housed local youth team games, lower level professional and semi-professional games – was
not for the five-time MLS Cup champions. Instead, the Galaxy’s vision was for the club’s
reserve team to use exclusively as it competed in MLS Next Pro, MLS’ new developmental
entity heading into its second season.
The agenda release sent shockwaves through the club and community, which quickly
mobilized fans and citizens to attend the meeting and express concern.
“It all went from flash to bang back to flash again all remarkably quickly,” Orange County SC
president of business operations Dan Rutstein tells SportBusiness.
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The city of Irvine and the Galaxy said that Orange County SC were aware of the discussions
before the agenda was released but Rutstein says when the agenda came out that “it was
genuinely the first we’d heard of it.” Orange County SC says that it had only heard word-ofmouth rumors that the Galaxy was looking into moving its reserve team to the stadium 40
miles south from the MLS club’s home.
In recent years, the Galaxy has battled a new rival in Los Angeles FC, which plays in
downtown Los Angeles, making it more accessible and popular for local residents than the
Galaxy’s distant complex in Carson.
Backlash against the Galaxy’s proposed move quickly occurred from all corners, including
within that club’s own fanbase. The Galaxy responded to the reactions with a statement
ahead of the initial meeting, citing that it was not seeking exclusive use.
“The LA Galaxy are a proud partner to the local soccer community and are committed to
positively growing the sport of soccer in the Southern California region,” the club said in a
statement on August 8. “LA Galaxy are not interested in an exclusive arrangement for LA
Galaxy II to play at the Orange County Great Park Championship Soccer Stadium and have
advised all parties of our willingness to open conversations with the City of Irvine and other
stakeholders on mutually-acceptable arrangements pertaining to the use of the Stadium
moving forward.”
The Council did not wind up discussing the potential sale at the meeting, with no further
information given at the time. Instead, the city council postponed the discussion to a later
meeting because of ongoing litigation between the USL and MLS after the USL sent a letter to
the Galaxy saying it was in breach of its USL agreement as the team still competed in the USL
Championship.
Despite the official discussion no longer taking place, more than 500 supporters of Orange
County SC attended, while 45 people in support of the club spoke to the council, one at a
time.
Orange County SC never searched for stadium alternatives during this period. But the club
did not sit idly by, making calls and lobbying to get the council to allow Irvine’s only
professional team to remain in the city.
“Maybe we should’ve been [looking for alternative stadiums], but we weren’t,” Rutstein said.
“We were utterly convinced that common sense would prevail, that fan power would prevail,
and that the national champions with Orange County in their name would be allowed to play
in Orange County for another year.”
A vote would take place at the September 13 Council meeting. After a six-hour session that
included discussion on other matters, the government body voted 5-0 in favor of Orange
County SC staying at the stadium for at least the coming 2023 season.
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Comparison of operating models at Championship Stadium from the city of
Irvine agenda

Prevailing argument
The city of Irvine laid out three options as it review its options for Championship Stadium.
One was to continue under the current model with Orange County SC maintaining priority
access to the facility. At the time, Orange County SC only had a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with the city that was set to expire in November.
Another option was the Galaxy II gaining complete control of the stadium. And the third
option, which neither the Galaxy II or Orange County SC wanted, featured converting the
field to artificial turf for $1.5m (€1.45m) with subsequent $600,000 replacements every 10
years.
The artificial turf option would save the city money on maintenance but the professional
teams prefer, and in some cases require, natural grass.
The third option, however, would be at further conflict with either of the first two options as
both clubs sought to have natural grass fields. The city says it spends between
$500,000-$700,000 per year to maintain the grass.
Through a freedom of information act (FOIA) request by Phoenix, Arizona-based USL
reporter Owain Evans, emails, and text messages show that the Galaxy and city of Irvine were
in discussions about the facility as early as April.
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As seen through the FOIA request, the city of Irvine is looking to lease out the OC Great Park
during the upcoming men’s 2026 Fifa World Cup for $109,400 a day, while Orange County
SC paid $195,015 for the whole of 2021.
The third option would also not be viable if the city wants to lease out the stadium as part of
the 2026 World Cup as FIFA requires natural grass. Los Angeles’ SoFi Stadium will host
World Cup games in 2026, in which the stadium will need to have natural grass laid down
over the artificial turf along with an expansion of the field to fit the Fifa dimensions.
When the Galaxy’s first team drew Irvine’s National Independent Soccer Association club
California United Strikers in the US Open Cup, the Galaxy wanted the city to see how many
Galaxy fans reside in Irvine when the match took place at the stadium. The game sold out
with many of the fans cheering for the Galaxy, who narrowly advanced to the next round of
the competition.

Championship Soccer Stadium in Irvine, California, during an Orange County SC game (OCSC)

The idea that the Galaxy, which is owned by Anschutz Entertainment Group (AEG), would
want a developmental team to play in a stadium in a different county came as a surprise
given that the team plays its USL Championship games in an empty stadium. Prior to the
pandemic, LA Galaxy II stopped letting fans into stands of its home games at the AEG’s
Dignity Health Sports Park. When LA Galaxy II did have spectators, they fetched around
1,000 fans per match.
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By contrast, Orange County SC had 4,300 fans per match on average in the 2022 season,
totaling more than 70,000 people in attendance over the season for a 30.5 per cent increase
in attendance compared to 2021.
“That is the nature of development teams,” Rutstein says. “At the end of the day, winning and
losing is one thing, but the success of that team is not if they won the USL Championship, it’s
how they’ve developed new players to play in the first team.”
By the second Irvine Council meeting, the global soccer world was well aware of the story
unfolding in the Southern California suburb and applied plenty of pressure on the council to
do what many believed was the right thing.
Orange County SC’s rivals came to show their support, including the San Diego Loyal, who is
coached by former Galaxy icon Landon Donovan, while many Galaxy fans online condemned
the club’s attempt to take the Irvine stadium. Even a rival Phoenix Rising fan phoned into the
first council meeting to voice their displeasure with the proposed sale of the stadium.
Rutstein says when Orange County SC played Memphis 901 FC the coach told him he sent a
letter to the city council in support of the defending USL champions.
“You can’t have a rivalry if your opponent isn’t there,” Rutstein says. “We’re grateful for that
support. It’s a sign of the maturity of the soccer market in America, that fans care enough
about other people in their leagues to fight back against it.”
The widespread support hits close to home for Rutstein, an AFC Wimbledon supporter and
shareholder who knows all too well the pain of having his team taken away from him. The
London-based club was formed by fans after Wimbledon FC was moved to nearby Milton
Keynes and changed its name to Milton Keynes Dons in 2003.
As opposed to when he lost his English club, Rutstein had more faith that the city of Irvine
would side with Orange County SC, drawing on a phrase used by AFC Wimbledon.
“When you’ve got righteous indignation on your side, there’s nothing that you can’t do as a
fanbase,” he says
On September 10, just days before the vote that could have unhoused the club, Orange
County SC had a game. It could not have been drawn up any better: at home, against LA
Galaxy II.
The game was feisty. The Galaxy II saw a red card reduce the team to 10 men, and in front of
a sold-out stadium, Orange County SC secured all three points in a 1-0 win. Orange County
SC indeed did miss out on the playoffs, but it sold out its final two matches, including the one
against Galaxy II.
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“More people were coming to watch the team that’s bottom of the league than the team that’s
about to win a championship,” Rutstein says. “I think that says everything about soccer fans
and our relationship to the community here.”

Orange County SC fans unveil a banner that reads ‘Keep LA out of OC’ (OCSC)

With the decision from the city to let the club continue to play at Championship Soccer
Stadium for at least the next season, the club is able to move forward with its other initiatives
while negotiating further agreements to stay.
The LA Galaxy has not made any indication whether it will once again pursue the stadium for
its MLS Next Pro team in the future. If the Galaxy does make another attempt, Rutstein says
it won’t be as dramatic because by then there would not be a tight deadline to get a deal like
the Galaxy pushed for.
“I don’t think it’ll happen again. I don’t think we’ll reach a point again where we’re at the 11th
hour, lobbying for something,” Rutstein says. “I’d like to think that we can have sensible
discussions way in advance so we don’t reach this point of desperation either from another
team.”
On November 15, the team played German club Hamburger SV in a friendly as the European
seasons break for the Qatar World Cup. Orange County SC set the record for an outgoing
transfer when it sent Kobi Henry to Stade de Reims for $700,000 (€650,000). The club is
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now exploring creating a women’s side after the success of its men’s reserve team and boys
and girls youth teams.
Things are once again looking up for Orange County SC.
“I’m not sure we’ll ever really understand what it was all about,” Rutstein says. “At the end of
the day for us, it gave our fans a reminder of how much our club means to them in a way you
realize how much you care about something when someone tries to take it away from you.”
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